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Dear Readers,
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many of the topics covered in this issue
of ISEA News relate to electric transportation, either directly or indirectly.
DriveBattery2015 is making car batteries
more efficient and safer, InTeLekt is shortening the development cycles for power
modules for electric vehicles, and thanks
to InSeL, power electronics in electric cars
are becoming less susceptible to electromagnetic interference (EMI). This issue
also presents ISEA’s Grid Integration and
Storage System Analysis department, with
its broad spectrum of tasks and services.
The topic of testing also plays an important role: The test bench for three-phase
inverters and DC-to-DC converters works
completely independently of influences
from the real-world grid and is characterized above all by its versatility.
Happy reading!
Rik W. De Doncker

Storage Systems/Electrical Drives I Research Project
Safe and efficient electric mobility, thanks to DriveBattery2015
Business and research sectors team up to work on battery packs of the future
When it comes to batteries for electric vehicles,
aspects such as costs, capacity, and lifespan
quickly take center stage in public discussion
and beyond. The efficiency and safety of these
compact energy sources are equally important
topics, however. In the DriveBattery2015 project,
12 partners from industry and the research
sector have teamed up to study what development steps are needed in order to make these
kinds of batteries more efficient and safer.
The partners involved in the project include
well-known companies such as Audi Venture,
Daimler, Opel, Volkswagen, Deutsche Accumotive, Sensor-Technik Wiedemann, TWT, BVB

Innovative, and Infineon Technologies. On the
university side, the partners are TU Munich, TU
Dortmund, and ISEA of RWTH Aachen University. The German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi) is involved in
the financing, providing 5.8 million euros in
funding.
In currently available electric vehicles, the
battery pack basically represents the heart of
the car. If this component experiences a major
failure caused by something like a defect in
one of its cells, the vehicle inevitably comes
to a halt. “Limp-home” or emergency operation modes such as those commonly found
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Sample fault occurring in battery packs:
defective cell voltage measurement cable
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in cars with combustion engines have been
almost completely absent from electric vehicles
so far. Researchers in the DriveBattery2015
project are hard at work on a solution involving
dividing the commonly used battery packs into
multiple battery subsystems. If one component
experiences a major failure, for example, due
to a cell defect, the remaining subcomponents
can supply the vehicle with energy (albeit with
a lower power output when all subsystems are
working). This means it is at least still possible
to continue to drive the car – in comfort, and
with almost no restrictions – to a service center.
The testing and development work needed
to accomplish this at ISEA is initially being
performed using simulations. Implementation
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in actual demonstration vehicles is planned as
the next step.
Serious faults in the cells installed in the system
themselves or in the associated electrical peripherals (e.g. wiring – see diagram) need to be
identified quickly and reliably. To that end, ISEA
researchers are working to develop concepts
and methods, including hardware, that leverage
existing battery management system hardware
wherever possible, making them very favorable
in terms of costs. At present, this kind of testing
can only be performed using expensive, highly
specialized measurement equipment. There are
plans to integrate this added value into conventional battery management systems as well in

the future. This would enable the overall battery
pack system itself to detect and provide warnings early on about things such as gradual aging
of wiring.
Both the individual battery packs and the important value creation systems will, of course,
undergo extensive testing before practical
implementation in a real-world environment
takes place. To be able to implement these tests
using cell models and fault induction procedures developed in-house, the institute plans to
install a hardware-in-the-loop test bench. This
technology will make it possible to put all of the
hardware for a battery management system to
the test here soon.

Power Electronics I New Testing Environment for Power Modules
InTeLekt shortens development cycles and reduces costs
Electronic power modules are extremely important elements of the power supply in electric
vehicles, but their significance is all too often
underestimated. They control the efficient
supply of energy to the drive and the onboard
electronics using the energy stored in the
battery. In day-to-day operation, these modules
are exposed to high electrical and mechanical
stresses – which often have negative effects on
their reliability and lifespan.
The InTeLekt (Integrated Testing Environment
for Power Electronics) collaborative research
project, which is receiving funding from the

German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF) for three years, aims to
ensure that in the future, engineers will be able
to eliminate these kinds of risks early on, even
before power modules have completed the
design phase. The ultimate goal is to use simulations to identify possible design vulnerabilities at an early stage, thereby making electric
vehicles more reliable and safer without costly,
time-consuming testing on modules that are
already fully developed.
As part of the InTeLekt project, a simulation
environment that enables assessment of the
reliability and lifespan of
electronic power modules
is being developed. To this
end, failures occurring in
currently existing modules
are analyzed in the lab to
identify their root causes,
which are then integrated

Thermal simulation of
an IGBT structure
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into an experimental and numerical simulation
environment. The goal for this numerical simulation environment is to be able to visualize
the critical electrical, thermal and mechanical
stresses in a model of the power module undergoing development, allowing researchers to
test the module’s reliability during operation
and failure mechanisms in real-world operation
situations even before the design phase is over.
In addition, researchers working on the project
are also developing an experimental test environment to test electronic power modules with
regard to their reliability and lifespan and validate the results obtained through numerical
simulation.
A deeper understanding of the failure mechanisms in these kinds of power electronics will
make it possible to calculate future modules’
reliability and lifespan ahead of time, early in
the component development process. An endto-end test environment makes it possible to
quickly identify and record phenomena that
occur, both experimentally and numerically,
and it is also very helpful when it comes to
accelerating development cycles.
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Power Electronics/Electrical Drives I Integration with Consequences
InSeL studies power electronics with reduced EMI for the mobility of tomorrow
In the InSeL (Inherently Reduced EMI Power
Electronics) project, the companies and
research institutions involved have set themselves the goal of reducing the electromagnetic interference caused by power electronics
in electric vehicles. This project, which is
being funded by the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research (BMBF), was
launched in early 2014 and is scheduled to run
for three years. The participants are an industrial consortium involving BMW, Lenze, Bosch,
Infineon and EPCOS, the Fraunhofer Institute
for Structural Durability and System Reliability
(LBF) and Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Systems and Device Technology (IISB) as well
as ISEA, at RWTH Aachen University.
Integrating power electronic components
and modules directly into electric vehicles’
powertrains is on the rise for a variety of
different reasons, including weight, efficiency,
and installed size. This also means, however,
that the amount of effort being put into
complying with electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) threshold values and reaching desired

levels of electromagnetic susceptibility (EMS)
is increasing as well. Right now, it is common
for passive EMC filters designed according to
past experience to be used to suppress the
emissions from power electronic modules.
As part of the InSeL project, simulation tools
and EMC measures are being developed to
help limit emissions from power modules.
The ultimate aim here is either to reduce the
electromagnetic interference or affect it on a
targeted basis toward the goal of improved
system behavior.
The focuses of ISEA’s work in this area lie in
modeling and implementation of driver circuits
and control concepts with reduced EMI. Two
aspects take center stage in this respect:
research on driver circuits, and development
and verification of simulation models.
Present-day commercial drivers control
switching edges by using various gate resistors.
Intelligent driver concepts offer the option of
affecting these edges on a dynamic basis. The

goal of the project is to identify the technical
relations and use them to enable control of the
semiconductor, both with optimized loss and
with regard to reduced EMI emissions.
Increasing the quantitative accuracy of EMI
predictions through simulation tools makes
it possible to arrive at a better estimate of
whether standards are met at an early stage
of the development process. This supports the
automotive industry trend toward being able
to make detailed statements regarding the
behavior of components and systems early
on, without building costly prototypes. In this
case, the influence of the control of semiconductor on EMI is supposed to be visualized in
particular.
The consortium will take the project’s research
findings to the bodies responsible for standards (such as DKE) and associations (VDA)
in order to use them as a basis for developing
improved EMC specifications, standards, and
measurement methods.

Short & Compact I

New high-speed test bench approaching
completion

Lower costs and smaller installation space
due to EMiLE

Excavators start digging at Melaten site
Excavators have been at work on the new
Melaten campus since February, getting the
site ready to house the Center for Electromobile Production (ZEP). With funding from the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
ISEA is involved with ZEP through two infrastructure projects, the eLab electric transportation lab and the NRW Central Lab for Battery
System Technology. In cooperation with small
and medium-size enterprises, researchers
there will begin working on concepts and solutions for electric mobility in 2015. Lab and test
bench facilities will be established at ZEP to
accommodate this work.

A new high-speed test bench is approaching
completion. Now that the test bench’s largest
– and, at 17 tons, heaviest – component, has
been
delivered to ISEA,
assembly can
continue
as
planned.
A
delicate touch,
steady hands,
and some ingenuity were needed to maneuver
the test bed safely to its destination. The
first tests of the electrical components were
successful. The mechanical components can
also be put into operation shortly.

The consortium meeting for the Electro-Motor
integrated Power Electronics (EMiLE) project
was held at ISEA in mid-March. After a lively
round of discussions, a preferred implementation concept was prepared for presentation
to the project’s sponsor, VDI/VDE IT on behalf
of the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF). The goal of the concept
is to reduce the costs and installation space
involved in the use of electric motors through
increased modularization and integration.
In particular, connecting distributed power
inverters directly to motor windings promises greater tolerance to failures, lower-cost
production, and reduced interference.

***

***
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Power Electronics I Versatile Test Bench
PV inverter and other converters put to the test
With power of up to 500 kW and a maximum
DC voltage of 1,000 V, the ISEA test bench for
three-phase inverters is primarily designed to
test PV inverters. But with modified control software, other types of inverters, such as DC-to-DC
converters, can also be tested.

tion exposure situations or with partial shading.
On the AC side, the DUT feeds its power into a
three-phase grid simulated by the grid emulator
(green). Since the energy circulates the external
source (blue) only needs draw power from the
grid to compensate the losses.

The power source (PV emulator, yellow) is a fourphase interleaved buck converter that provides
the device under test (DUT, red) with DC voltages

The grid emulator can generate frequencies
other than 50 Hz as well as simulating voltage
dips in during individual phases. The test bench
will be used to perform certification tests according to
TR3 and efficiency measurements, but also tests of the
general performance capacity
of inverters and their controls.
Since the test bench works
completely independently
from influences affecting the
real-world grid, grid conditions can be simulated on a
targeted basis any number of
times. Both inverters (green,
yellow) work as the DC source and DC sink
when DC-to-DC converters are tested.

according to a specified current-voltage curve.
This makes it possible to emulate a photovoltaic
module’s behavior during different solar radia-

Storage Systems I Spotlight

ZeEUS electrifies bus lines
The ZeEUS (Zero Emission Urban Bus
System) project, launched at the end of
2013, is using 13.5 million euros in funding to
support the introduction of electric buses.
Forty project partners are working together
to fully electrify selected bus lines in eight
cities in Europe. RWTH Aachen University is in charge of demonstration on the
line in Münster, consisting of five electric
buses, three fast charging stations and one
stationary storage unit. ISEA is providing
scientific support for the overall project.
***
Anniversary edition marks 100th delivery
To mark the delivery of the hundredth
temperature chamber, Jutta Ehinger,
the sales manager at Binder, presented
a special gold
edition to ISEA.
These devices are
used for testing
within a temperature range of -40°C to over 100°C with no
specific requirements concerning humidity.
Depending on the battery size or number
of cells, chambers with 53, 240, or 720 liters
of volume are used. Despite being operated
under tough conditions, the chambers have
a very low failure rate, which is highly important as tests can often go on for months.
***

Grid Integration and Storage System Analysis (NIS)
The rapidly rising percentage of energy generated from renewable sources is associated with
significant challenges regarding the conversion
of the electricity supply system. At the same
time, the connections between the supply
networks for electricity, heat, gas, and mobility
are growing ever closer. The Grid Integration
and Storage System Analysis (NIS) department,
encompassing a team of some 20 research
associates, does research and design work on
system-optimized solutions for storage systems.
In addition, detailed knowledge regarding the
performance capacity and aging characteristics

Short & Compact II

of energy storage systems, especially battery
storage systems, is combined with detailed
analyses of possible applications.
The current areas of focus in the department’s
work are:
• Storage systems in households with PV systems
When combined with PV systems, battery
storage systems increase consumption of
self-generated electricity, preventing peaks in
the feed into the grid. These kinds of storage
systems are being further developed in tech-
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Comparing the costs of electric and diesel
buses
At www.isea.rwth-aachen.de/e-bus-lcc,
ISEA offers bus operators a simple, easy
way to compare the costs of operating electric bus and diesel bus systems. The tool
calculates life cycle costs (LCCs) based on
debt service (e.g. for the vehicle, battery,
charge stations) and ongoing expenses
(energy costs, service and maintenance).
Users can enter annual cost increases
and one-time funding to define their own
scenarios. Default values let even users who
lack detailed knowledge of current prices
quickly and easily arrive at a realistic result.
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nical terms in cooperation with industry partners. Studies of the business and economic
benefits of these systems (www.pv-nutzen.rwthaachen.de) play an important role here, as does
the scientific support provided for the market
launch program by the German Federal Environment Ministry (BMU) and KfW.
• Charging strategies for electric vehicles
The lifespan of batteries depends in a significant way on the operating strategy. High
charge status has negative effects, just as large
charging cycles do. At the same time, intelligent control of charging processes can help to
compensate for fluctuations in power generation in the grid, enhancing system stability.
Using fleet tests, simulations, and optimization
calculations, NIS does research on charge strategies that accommodate two requirements in
equal measure: high battery lifespans and
usefulness for the power grid.
• Large-scale battery storage system
The most important project in this area is a
5-MW battery storage system currently being
developed at the ISEA location in Hüttenstraße,
Aachen, in cooperation with industry partners
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and RWTH institutes, among others our institute E.ON ERC|PGS. In addition to optimizing the
management of a system with various battery
technologies, the team is studying the storage
system’s suitability for grid services and for
optimizing the supply to individual customers in
real-world operation (more on this in the next
issue of ISEA News and E.ON ERC News).
• Future energy supply systems
With the simulation program developed for
the GENESYS project, researchers are studying
how a European energy supply system based on
renewable energies would look in the ideal case.
The central issue is how much storage is needed,
and with what characteristics (long-term/shortterm storage) (www.genesys.rwth-aachen.de)
• Non-grid energy supply systems
At least 20 percent of the global population has
no access to an electrical grid. In many cases, it is
also necessary to ensure that pieces of technical
equipment that are not connected to a grid,
such as mobile telecommunications stations in
remote regions, have a reliable supply of energy.
Autonomous local energy supply systems based
on renewable energies are one possible solution

here. ISEA’s NIS department is developing tools
to calculate optimum system configurations and
operational management strategies for these
kinds of systems.
• Development of technologies and markets
A large number of studies examine the expected
technological developments among storage
systems, competition among various flexibility options, and new fields of application for
storage systems. This takes place in working
groups organized by associations, such as the
ETG within the VDE, on assignment from political think tanks, on behalf of industry players,
or directly or indirectly on behalf of government
ministries.
Contacts:
Dr. rer. nat. Matthias Leuthold/Dipl.-Ing. Dirk Magnor,
Grid Integration and Storage System Analysis (NIS)
department heads
leuthold@isea.rwth-aachen.de
magnor@isea.rwth-aachen.de

ISEA I Institute for Power Electronics and
Electrical Drives, RWTH Aachen University
Chair for Power Electronics and
Electrical Drives
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
Chair for Electrochemical
Energy Storage Systems
Prof. Dr. Dirk Uwe Sauer

The NIS team develops system-optimized solutions for storage systems.

Events/Dates
Sept. 24–25, 2014 Energy Storage Systems for Onboard Electronics, Hybrid Vehicles and Drive
		
Systems – Requirements, Technology, Practical Experience, Seminar, Haus
		
der Technik at ISEA, Aachen; program: see link
March 9–11, 2015 9th International Renewable Energy Conference (IRES) and Energy Storage
		
Europe, Düsseldorf.
April 27–29, 2015 7th Conference “Kraftwerk Batterie”, Eurogress, Aachen
June 22–25, 2015 PEDG2015: The 6th International Symposium on Power Electronics for
		
Distributed Generation Systems, Quellenhof, Aachen.
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ISEA I Current Publications
Stephan Thomas:
A Medium-Voltage Multi-Level
DC/DC Converter with High
Voltage Transformation Ratio

On May 2, 2013, Stephan Thomas passed his
PhD exam in Aachen on the topic “A MediumVoltage Multi-Level DC/DC Converter with High
Voltage Transformation Ratio.”
The dissertation investigates a three-level
NPC/two-level one-phase dual-active bridge
topology as an example of multi-level DC/DC
Dr. Thomas is currently
employed with AixControl
GmbH, where he leads
the division of power electronics development. Before
that he was a research associate at ISEA and at the PGS
institute at the E.ON Energy
Research Center at RWTH
Aachen University.

converter topologies and describes it in detail
from an analytical standpoint. The approach
used to arrive at the analytical description of
the converter can be applied analogously to

Sebastian Richter:
Digitale Regelung von
PWM-Wechselrichtern mit
niedrigen Trägerfrequenzen

On May 2, 2013, Sebastian Richter passed his
PhD exam on the topic “Digitale Regelung
von PWM-Wechselrichtern mit niedrigen
Trägerfrequenzen” (Digital Control of PWM
Converters with Low Carrier Frequencies).
Richter’s dissertation focuses on active
damping of filters which are used with
inverters having low switching frequencies
and therefore also low control speeds in the
lower kHz range. The work also deals with
control in alpha-beta frame using PR controllers, which represent an interesting alternative to established PI controllers.
Moreover, a new anti-windup strategy for PR
controllers was developed within this work
and compared to existing implementations.
Another new development is the reduced
disturbance observer for an LCL filter, which
implies a prediction horizon of one sample
period. This allows for good compensation of
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additional multi-level DC/DC converter topologies. This is shown using a five-level NPC/twolevel one-phase dual-active bridge.
In a separate chapter on optimization, the
different operating modes and transformer
utilization are investigated and subdivided
according to the power electronic switching
behavior.
Measurements from a hardware realization of
a 6 kV/750 V one-phase three-level NPC/twolevel dual-active bridge converter that was
implemented within the scope of a battery
characterization and energy storage system
confirm the analytical equations and simulations.
The dissertation has been published by Shaker
Verlag as volume 69 of Aachener Beiträge des
ISEA and is available under ISBN 978-3-84402605-4.

the disturbance as well as reliable estimates
of the grid voltage without the need for additional voltage sensors. The various aspects
Dr. Sebastian Richter has
headed the department
of control engineering at
AixControl GmbH since
2011. He began his career
at ISEA as a student
assistant and then worked
as a research associate
from 2006 to 2011.

of this project were verified in practice on a
three-phase lab inverter with rated power of
11 kVA.
The dissertation has been published by Shaker
Verlag as volume 70 of Aachener Beiträge des
ISEA and is available under ISBN 978-3-84402641-2.
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